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0. IN-I-R~~uCTI~N 
Let D be the unit disc, 1’~ PSU( 1, 1) a discrete subgroup and X = f \ D 
a hyperbolic surface. As is well known, pseudo-differential analysis can be 
very useful in determining the asymptotic behavior of the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions { 4; } of A on X. 
What we will present here is a calculus of *DO's that is best adapted for 
this purpose. Roughly speaking, the main idea is to use the Non-Euclidean 
Fourier Analysis of Helgason in place of local Euclidean Fourier analysis 
in manifolds. This leads to a calculus in which r-invariant symbols in T*D 
define operators commuting with f. Lower order terms in asymptotic 
expansion formulas are then invariantly defined, as are other objects of 
interest in $00 theory. 
The advantages of such a calculus are obvious: exactness and simplicity 
of formulae, the ability to use representation theory of PSU( I, 1) to 
analyze @DO's, and so on. Some applications of the calculus to the study of 
the {4i} can be found in [Zl, 223. 
In this paper we will (i) set up the calculus, giving composition, adjoint, 
commutator, and Egorov formulae and (ii) show that an analogue of 
Friedrichs symmetrization holds. The latter topic is not so well known, so 
perhaps a word of comment is in order. 
Friedrichs symmetrization was an early technique in the proof of 
SharpCarding inequalities [F]. Given a positive symbol u, one can “sym- 
metrize” it so that the result (I’ is the symbol of a positive operator (with 
the same principal part as a). Symmetrization is useful in studying eigen- 
functions: this is so because the distributions U,(a) = (Op(a) (Pi, (Pi) are 
asymptotically approximated by the positive measures ~~(a) = 
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(Opta') q&5 (Pi), as k -+ ocj. The existence of these measures & has long 
been assumed, apparently without proof, by a number of mathematicians 
(Lazutkin, Snirelman). Here we will carry out symmetrization of symbols 
in a r-invariant way and show that a’(~, D) is positive on L2(D). Positivity 
on L2(r\ D) requires a somewhat different argument, but is also true (see 
CZ1lh 
Finally we note that the constructions here should generalize to sym- 
metric spaces of noncompact type of other dimensions and ranks, and to 
some compact symmetric spaces (in progress). 
1. $00 THEORY: DEFINITIONS AND INVARIANCE 
We begin with some well-known harmonic analysis. See [He] for 
amplification. 
Let D be the Poincare disc with boundary circle B. Given a pair 
(z, b) E D x B one has a unique horocycle ((z, h) thru z tangent at b, and a 
unique geodesic ~(z, h) thru z with forward end point b. The non-Euclidean 
distance from the origin 0 to ((2, h) is denoted by (z, b). (It is negative if 
t;(z, b) encloses 0). It is well known that ej,Jz) = e(‘” + “(‘.‘) are eigen- 
functions of A: indeed, Ae(‘R+“‘z.b) = -(j.’ + 1) e”” + ‘)<Z*h). In these terms 
the Poisson kernel P(z, b) = 1 - IzI ‘/Iz - h( * is e2(Z.h>. 
Helgason defines the non-Eucliean fourier transform 6: C;(D) + 
CT”@!+ x B) by 
guti., b) = ii(i, b) = j e’ Ii + l)(z.b>~(~) dvol(z). 
0 
He proves that 9 is an isometry of L2( D) to L2(R! + x B, (1/2x) 
tanh(ni,/2) dl. db), and satisfies the inversion formula: 
u(zJ=&JfTa+ xB e”” + “<Z*h)ii(l., b) i. tanh y di. db. 
Here db is Lebesque measure on B. 
Given any operator A: C;*.(D) + C’Oc( D) we define its complete symbol 
a(i,i,h)EC~(DXR+ XB) by 
Ae(C.+ I)(z.b> = a(z, A, b) e(ii + I)<-.b>. (1.1) 
By the inversion formula, we may represent Au, for u E C;(D), by 
Au(~)=~ff~+~~e”~+‘)<‘,“> a(z, A, h) ii(l., b) i. tanh y di. db. (1.2) 
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From the inversion formula, 
I 
el-~~+~,<r.h>e”“+“<‘.h~~vo~(z)~~(~~j,)~,(g) (1.3) 
D 
1 
2R II 
e(ij.+l)<z.h>,( -"+')(".h)~tanh~~~db=6,(w), 
(1.4) 
R+ XB 
where 6(~ - A) is the 6 at p relative to the measure (1/2n)j. tanh(n;l/2) and 
where S=(w) is the 6 at z relative to d vol( w). 
We then have, at least formally 
G+ 1)(“‘*6’a(z, 1. 6) tanh q dA dh (1.5) 
and by inversion for properly supported kernels k,(z, w) 
a(z, I., b) = 5, e (ii t I)(<w.h> - (=.h>) k,(z, w) dvol(,+,). (1.6) 
Now let gESU(1, 1) and T, be translation by g: T,u(z)= u(gz). It is 
well known that T,A = AT, if and only if k,(gz, gw) = k,(z, w). The sym- 
bol also turns out to be biinvariant. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. ’ For operators A with properly supported kernels, 
T,A=AT,ifandonlyifa(gz,igb)=a(z,i,,h). 
ProoJ We need to show bi-invariance of the kernel is equivalent to bi- 
invariance of the sympbol. We use the identity 
(K.z, g.b) = (2, b) + (g.0, g.b) (cf. [He, p. 831). (1.7) 
Thus 
u(gz, 1, g*b)=l 
e”“+ I)((Wd’> - <R-d’> kA( gz, o) dvoQo). 
zz 
f 
@“+ ‘){<Z-‘f~J.h>- <z.b>i k,(gz, w) dvol(w). 
D 
Changing g ‘o to o we find that k, bi-invariant implies a is (dvol is 
invariant ). 
’ This may also be checked directly from formula ( 1. I ). 
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Vice versa, we write (&I = i tanh(n)./2)), 
k,(gz, gw)=& j[R+xBe(ij.+“(g;.*) 
x e’ Ii. + “(nw.b) a( gz, %, b) d% db 
1 r 
=T;;  SJ 
e’d + I)<z.g-‘b) 
H’ rB 
xeI ri+I)(w.R ‘b) a( gz, I, b) e+2(R’0.b>(di db. 
Change g-lb to b and use the identity 
&g.b)=e-“R~h.h’ We, P. 831 (1.8) 
to find that bi-invariance of u implies that of k,. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Assume [A, Fj] = 0 for UN 7 E r, where I- is a discrete 
subgroup of PSU( 1, 1). Then u(yz, A, yb) = a(~, i, 6) for all 7 E F, i.e., 
UE C^(f’\D x [w+ x B). 
It is a basic remark that there are natural PSU( 1, 1) equivariant iden- 
tifications B x D z PSU( 1, 1) z SD where SD is the unit tangent bundle of 
D. These may be dualized to the unit cotangent bundle S*(T\D) and 
extended to the full cotangent bundle T*(D) z (B x D x R + ). Indeed, 
PSCI(1, I) acts on DxB by g.(z,b)=(gz,gb) so we may define 
g: D x B z PSU( 1, 1) by g(z, h) . (0, 1) = (z, h). Obviously g(yz, @) = 
pg(z, h). An equivariant identification u: D x B + S(D) may be defined by 
setting u(z, b) equal to the unit tangent vector to the geodesic y thru z with 
forward endpoint b. Dually we let v(z, b) be the inward unit conorrnal to 
the horocycle ((2, 6) thru z and tangent at b. By equivariance u (resp. v) 
identifies the quotients u: I‘\ D x B + r\S( D) (resp. v: f \ D x B + 
I“\ S*D). The projections 7~: D -+ f \ D extends to rr.+: S(D) -+ S( f \ D) and 
descends to an identification I‘\ S( D) + S( r\ D). We will continue to write 
u for the induced map r\D x B -+ S(f \ D), and v for I‘( D x B) + S*( r\ D). 
Since PSI/( 1, 1) acts by isometries, we can extend u and v to vectors of 
lengths L other than 1 by preserving I.. Consequently we may view com- 
plete symbols of operators A commuting with f as defined on T*(T\ D). 
A certain amount of translating will be necessary so that we may express 
standard objects in the coordinates (z, h). First, we will always use H as the 
generator of the geodesic flow, X, as that of the horocycle flow and W as 
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that of cyclic flow (notation as from CL]). Identifying SI/( 1, 1) = 
CSL,(Iw)C ‘, C = (I/$)[ I , ‘1, {H, A’, , W) are the following matrices of 
s12(lw): { (:, -$ (: A)3 (J J}. 
We let u,, n,%, k, denote the corresponding subgroups. The geodesic flow G’ 
on D x B is then: G’(z, h) = g(z, b)a,. (0, I). Right translating by n, in 
SU( 1, 1) similarly defines the horocycle flow 0.1 and that by kH defines 
cyclic flow A’(’ in D x B. These flows commute with left translation by I; 
and so of course descend to f \ D x B. 
Since H, A’, , Ware not orthonormal, we also consider the orthonormal 
basis H, I’, W where V - (y A) = 2X + - W. Let w, , u2, cp be the dual basis 
of slz(W)*. We use the same notion for the left-invariant extensions to 
X,(R), and the identified PSI/( I, I), D x B and S*(D). It is well known 
that the Liouville form do on S*(T\ D) is ciw = o, A w2 A (p[G - K]. 
hOPOSITION 1.3. dw = 2nd vol A e 2cz.h) dh (d voi is the volume form in 
D). (do is essentially the (hi-invariant) Haar measure). 
Proof The identities (gz, gh) = (z, 6) + <g. 0, g. b) and 
(d/dh)(g.h)=e 2(K’“.x’h) imply that e *(z~> dh is SU( 1, 1 )-invariant. Since 
d vol(z) is also, d vol A e 2<‘,h> db is a left-invariant 3-form, hence C. do. 
Since jB e *(.-h> dh= 1, c’= l/zn. 
We next write down the symplectic form 52 on T*D in (z, A, h) coor- 
dinates. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let a denote the cunonical l-form in T*D. Then 
U=AO,. 
ProofI S*D z F*D (coframe bundle), under ii, E S*D -+ {p,, p2} where 
{p,,pz} is the coframe such that p, A p,=dvol. Then {w,, 02} are the 
basic l-forms of F*D ([G - K]); i.e., at a co-frame z = (p,, p2) wi(z)( Y,) = 
/A~(~,Y,) where YE T=(F*D) and IL: F*D -+ D is the natural projection. It 
follows immediately that o, is the canonical l-form on S*X. w, extends to 
T*X\O pull back under the map p(<)=5/15]. (151 being the Poincare 
metric). Since n “p = 7r, we have Gus,@‘) = ~,(5/ltl )(n, Y) = 
Ul51 (n, Y). But a(t)(Y) = 5(x, Y) so 40 = ltl w,(t) = J-0, (in (z, I., 6) 
coordinates, 151 = A). 
COROLLARY 1.5. Q = w, A di + %cp A oz. 
ProoJ Plug the Cartan equation [G-K] do, = cp A o2 into Q = dr. 
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PROPOSITION 1.5. cp = e2(‘qh) db + 01~. 
ProoJ It is geometrically evident that e2(‘.h)db(X+)=O= 
e2(r.hj db(H). If e Z(z.h) db = C,o, + C2w2 + C3cp, it follows from q(H) = 
w,(H) = 0 that C, = 0. But oz(X+ ) = i = cp(X + ), so C2 + C, = 0. Finally, 
the vector field c -‘cz.h)(a/(?h) = C4 W since it is easily checked to be left- 
invariant, and to be tangent to the fibers of S*D + D. When z = 0, the cir- 
cle of unit tangent vectors is identical to the boundary circle, so we must 
have C4= I. Then q(W)= 1 =e ‘<Lo) dh(e -2”.h>d/c?h) implies C3 = 1. 
COROLLARY 1.6. (i) Q=u, A di + j.e2(‘.h) db A w2. 
(ii) X, is not sympleclic. Indeed, using the notation 8;: T,(T*D)-, 
Tf(T*D), we have 6 ‘(le2’r.h> db) = 2X,. So X, is simplectic iff 
d( ie”“.h) dh) = 0, which is obviously false. 
2. THE CALCULUS OF &DO’s 
In this section we will define classes of symbols 9: and S,;;. and show 
that the corresponding operator classes 3’s; and YF.,, are closed under 
composition and adjoint. We will also remark on continuity of operators in 
y,o . 
f.cl . if f‘ is co-compact, these operators are continuous both on 
L*( III d vol) and on L2( r\ D, d vol). 
The $DO’s we are considering take the form 
~~(~1 =h j  I j  cJi/.l<=.h> <“.h)) e(<=.h> <w.h>) n(z, )., b) 4,,,) ~2, 
I) B ld - 
where 52* is the symplectic volume form 1 di. d vol(w) e2<w.h) cfb (or, 
asymptotically equivalent, L tanh(nA/2) d3. d vol(w) e2(w3h) itb = di bz itb). 
Note that the nonlinear phase function cp(;, w, i, h) = A( (z, b) - (w, h)) is 
equivalent to the linear phase functions: 
(i) &z, IV, 0) = (~(2, w), 0), where v(z, w) E T,D satisfies 
exp; ~(2, w) = w, where 0 = U(z, i, h) = Iu(z, h) (cf. Sect. 1) and where ( , ) 
is the non-Euclidean metric’ 
(ii) $(z, M?, 0) = (z - w, 0) where ( , ) is the Euclidean inner product, 
and 0 E R2. 
Moreover, the amplitude e’<r.h> (‘“.h>‘a(z, I., h), with UE S”‘(D x 
(R’ + x B)), will also belong to S”‘(D x D x R2). Consequently, yrn E 
L’&,(D).’ However, we cannot entirely reduce matters to standard facts 
:See [&I-S]. page 375-376. 
' [Hii, 21. 
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about L”(D). Indeed, we will be mainly interested in operators A whose 
complete non-Euclidean symbols a(~, 1,6) have classical expansions: 
a(z, R, h)-x,“_, a,(~, b) I..? as 1 + cc (s,=M - j). Let L:(D) denote the 
@DO’s in L”(D) whose Euclidean symbols A(z, 0) = e-‘<‘*“‘A eiCzVe> have 
classical expansions A(z, 0) -c,“,, a,(~, O), with a,(~, ~0) = rQu,(z, 0) for 
r 2 1. Hormander proved in [Ho2, Theorem 4.21 the nontrivial fact that if 
A E LCn;(D), then u(z, i,, h) = e ‘iA + ‘)<‘.“)A e”‘. + “<‘J) has a classical expan- 
sion (indeed, that any e -i”RA(fei’g) does, when g varies over a compact set 
Kc C”). We would essentially need the converse to make a reduction. It 
seems to us preferable to derive the expansion theorems from scratch using 
non-Euclidean Fourier analysis. This will require some repetition of essen- 
tially standard material (we will follow the development in [T]; at these 
points, we hope to be brief. 
We begin by defining some spaces of symbols. 
DEFINITION 2.1. (i) A functi on a E P(D x (R + x B)) is a symbol of 
order m, UES”‘, if for any (k, a) and compact Kc D we have 
I( > ; k XT,! Ha2 W’u < C,,,(K)( 1 + i)” k, 
(ii) A symbol UE S” is said to be uniform of order m if Ck,a are 
independent of K. We denote the space of such symbols by BS”. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (i) A symbol a E S” is said to be classical a E S;, if 
where 
u(z, i., h)- f Uj(Z, A, h), 
, =- 0 
u,(z, A, b) = i’u,(z, 1, h) for i 2 1, s, = m - j, 
and - means that (a - J$,’ U,)E S” -N. We also write u,(z, h) for 
a,k 1, h). 
(ii) u is a uniform classical symbol, UE 9s; if UE.@S~ and 
(u-&’ u,)E%~P’-“‘. (The use of X, , H, W in Delinitions2,l(i) and 
2.2(i) is obviously immaterial; the order of differentiation in 2.l(ii) and 
2.2(ii) is also immaterial.) 
Now lix a discrete subgroup f-c PSU( 1, 1). We then say that a symbol 
u(z, i., h) is bi-invariant if r,u(z, i., h) = (U(JJZ, i., $) = u(z, i., 6) for all y E K 
We denote by Sy, as;!, Sa.[., as:,,. the r-invariant symbols in each of 
these classes. Of course Sy = as;! if f is co-compact. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Ler a~S~,u-~~~~u,(z,%,h). Then u,ES~ /. 
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ProuJ The terms a, are uniquely determined by a; for example, 
uJ.2, h) = lim,,, 1 “a(~, i., h), and the other uj can be successively 
recovered. Then u(yz, i, ‘r’b) - Z,jo uj(Yz, 1, @I and a(yz, 3.9 yh) - 
C;t 0 U,(Z, it h) SO U,(YZv yh) = Uj(Z9 h). 
Given a symbol u(z, A, h) we define the J/DO Op(u) = u(z, D) by 
u(z, D) u(z)=jo jR. jReti;.+l"'.h) ,(-Ij.+I)<w.h) 
x u(Z, I, h) U(W) al. do dh, 
where &= i. tanh(nj./2), aw =d vol(w). We denote by OPS” (etc.) the 
operators with symbols in S,, (etc.). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Ij’u(z, D) E OPS”, then it is u continuous operator 
u(z, D): (i) C;(D) + C=‘(D), 
(ii) 8(D) -+ W(D). 
Proof By equivalence of phase functions, one can reduce this to facts 
about Euclidean $DO’s. However, it is very easy to carry out a proof 
analogous to the usual one (cf. [T, Theorem 1.51). 
Indeed, if UE C,“(D), integration by parts via A shows that fi(& h)~ 
,Y(R+ xB), so u(z, D)u(~)=jE~-~~e “‘+ “(‘~“>u(z, i, h) ii(i, b) d,l dh is an 
absolutely and uniformly convergent integral, as are its derivatives. 
To prove (ii), note that UC&‘(D) implies that ]ri(A, h)( < C( I + ,I.*)” for 
some C, n > 0. Then 
Cd,-, D)u> 0) = j e”” + ’ ‘<a) t’(z) a( z, 2, 6) ii( i, h) di dh dz 
DxR- xR 
where 
= u,.(i, h) ii(i, h) 8;. dh, 
(ii ’ l)<z.h)$Z) u(z, j., h) & 
Thus la,.(i., h)l d C,(u, a)( 1 + i2)--k for any k, where C,(o, a) depends on 
the C&,, norm of c. Choosing k > nz + n + 2 we get (ii). 
DEFINITION 2.3. By 9’” (resp. 9Y”, 97, etc.) we denote the properly 
supported operators in OPS”’ (resp. OP.49Sm, OPSZ;, etc.). We will also say 
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that A E 9”’ is uniformly properly supported if k,(z, tv) = 0 if 6(z, w) > 6,,, 
where 6(z, ,v) is the NE distance from z to w  and 6, is independent of z. 
We will show that the Ym(Y’z, JY;.~.) form algebras. The proofs of these 
and other facts is based on the properties of the operator 
U:C,“‘(Dx[W+x(B)+C”(DxR+xB)given by 
X 
111 
(>(I/1 + I)(z.h’) ,cu+ I’<w.h> 
1)x1)8’ XB 
x e’ ‘p + ’ ‘(‘+‘u( w, p, h’) if,, dw db’. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. U is a unitary operator on [ L2(D x R + x B), 
e~~~~*‘bzdblh~)andUT,=T,UforaNg~SU(l.l). 
Proof Unitarity follows easily from the Fourier inversion formula. The 
proof that UT, = T, U is similat to that of Proposition 1.1. 
Let us note some other formulae involving U. First, let 
.&l(z, %, b) = e - CLh> 
sss 
,(-Ii+ I)<w.h> 
DxR+xB 
x e( 1~ + 1 )<:.h’> e<“‘.h’>a(w, p, 6’) &,, & db’. 
It is easy to check that .P is unitary on L (e 2 2c’“)ddbdi.) and is inverted by 
$ ‘a(- I b) = 
do clp &. Then, 
e <.-,b> J e(iL+ I)<w.h) e’ip + l)<z.b) e<w.h’> a(o, /,, b’) 
(2ii) iI=e ri<:.b) Lj? 1 e rp(w.h’) and ,y I = e’“<‘.h).,~er~<~o.h’) 
Second, observe that we have a convolution on D x B arising from the 
identification D x B z PSU( 1, 1) = G, 
a, *a,(z,h)=~ ar(g.(O, U)&r’(z,bWg. 
c; 
Recall that Haar measure dg = e2(‘.‘) dz db. It follows that 
(2iii) Uu(z, i., 6) = 
5 (iI 
e”P + l’(<I.h’> <H..h’>) 
R- DB 
Xe-(ij. + I)(<-.b>‘a(o,~,b’)e2<fll,b’>ztodb’ @ 
> 
= 
5 I 
e”” + I,c<=.n-l)-(n.o.n.I>) 
R+ G 
xe (;~+l’((~.h>-<R.~).n)‘,(g.O,Cc, g. l)dg@ 
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But (z,g~i)-(g~O,g~!)=(g ‘z,!) and (z,h)-(R.O,l)= 
(g ‘2, g ‘b). 
so 
where E,,,;(~, b)=e(i~+ 1)Cz.l) e (rj. + I)<:.h). 
(2~) UU(Z, L b) = SC*’ jc; u((z, b) R- ‘, p) El,,j.(zt b)(g) dg dp as well, 
where (z, h) g ’ corresponds to right multiplication, i.e., g(z, h) g ’ . (0, 1) 
in the notation of Section 1. Here we used the convolution formula 
a * h(x) = l,u(xy - ‘) h(y) dy, valid for any locally compact unimodular 
group. 
We will need to prove that U preserves symbol classes. This is the main 
step in proving the composition and adjoint formulas. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let u(z, i, b) E Sz he compactly supported in z. Then 
there exist ii,(z, I., h), homogeneous of order m -j for i > 1, so thut 
Proof: This follows from the method of stationary phase. Using the for- 
mula (2~) for U and coordinates (s, r, 0) on G corresponding to G = NAK 
we have 
x e--lii + I)<np,~O.np,kol) e 2’ d.v dt d0 C?/I 
((z, I)=! and dg=e 2’ a!~ dt do: see, e.g., (L, p. 401). Factoring out i 
from the phase, and changing variables to fi = p/J. (and dropping the tilde) 
we get 
Uu = & f e’“” x ds dt dtl dp, 
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where 
(i) $4~~ 6 0, P) =P- (n,a;O, n,u,k,. l>, 
(ii) a(~, b, s, t, 0, p, I.) 
=a((~, h) k,‘a, ‘n,‘, ~2 ) e-(<n~u,.“,n~~o”?+“(~~) tanh(n$j2). 
Now we claim $ has a critical point only at (0, 0, 0, 1). Indeed, d1+5 = 0 o 
(a) a$/@ = f = 0, 
(b) a~/at=~-(a/af)(n,u,.o, n,,u,k,.l)=O, 
(c) al(//as=(a/as)(n,~u,.o, n,yu,k,. 1) =o, 
(d) a~/ae=(a/ae)(n,~a,.O, n,u,ko. 1) =O. 
Writing w=n,u;O, b =nsa,kO. 1 we have that e 2<“.h>(i?/db)(w, b) = 
Im w!$]w - b[*. A simple computation shows that 
n u . o = [tanh t + s2(tanh t - l)‘] - is(tanh t - 1)’ 
s I 1 + s2(tanh r - 1 )* 
9 
Jw- 112= 
(tanh t - 1)’ 
1 + s2(tanh t - 1)’ 
and so Im( w/l w  - 11 2, = --s. In general, one writes w  = nfuf . 1, where nt = 
bn,b-‘, uf’= bu,b-’ (so w= bn,a;O), defining new (s,,, lb) relative to b. 
Then Im(w@l( w  - hi’) = sh. At the critical point, s,, = th = 0 so w  = 0 = s = t. 
Then a+/& = ($3) (n , .O, ko. 1) = 0 at s = 0 iff 0 = 0 or 8 = IC, since 
V( w, b) I H( = 0 lies along ~(0, b) and a/as lies along ((0, 1). Finally, since 
p>O we must have 8=0 and p= 1 as IV(w, b)( = 1. 
Finally, plug 8 = s = 0 into (b) and we get p = (a/&)( u, . 0, a,. 1 ) = 
(a/at)(a,.o, I)= 1. 
Next we apply the method of stationary phase using the coordinates 
(s. f, 0, p). These coordinates are essentially the upper f plane coordinates 
on SL,(R) (cf. [L,pp. 114-1151) with y=e*‘, X=X (The orthogonal 
pencils of geodesics and horocycles thru 1 correspond to the x - y lines. 
0(z, h) measures the angle between v(z, b) and u(z, 1)). We then have 
(a) H = -2e*‘sin 2ti(a/aU) + cos 2&a/&) + sin 28(8/a@, 
(b) X, = e2’ cos 20(+3s) + f sin 28(a/o’f) + sin’ &a/%?), 
(c) w=(a/aH). 
Write D = (a/as, a/at, a/i%, alap). Then the quadratic Taylor expansion of 
1(1 around (0, 0, 0, 1) is I(/(s, r, 0, p) = $Q(.r, t, 8, p) + h, where Q(s, I, 0, p) = 
f( H,U(+)(s, t, 0, ~0, (s, t, 0, n)). Then Uu(z, I., 6) = f eirY{aei”} ds dt d0 dp. 
To apply MSP, we need to use a cutoff p(p), where p E 1 on [0,2], 
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p = 0 on [3, cc 1, p E C,“(lR + ). Write Uu = I + II corresponding to 1 = p + 
(1 -p). It is easy to check that II = 0(A “) uniformly in (z, h). Indeed, 
one has (n,a;O, n,a,ke.l) = -(a-, n-,Y~O,k,.l)((g-l.O, b) = 
-(g’O, g.b), cf. [H,p.83]). Now l(LJ/&)(a.,n-;O, kO*l)]= 
IV(w, kU* 1). (+?r)l (where V and . refer to the NE metric)< 1 as 
Id/c?r(=l and IV(w,k,.l)I~l.Thusd~/dr#O when~>l,soonsuppIC/ 
integrate by parts via L = (l/ij.)(J$/&-’ a/at. Then 
Te= ,““:( l/M)/, where I= (J/Zf)(@/af)-‘. But clearly (all//at) ’ and all of 
its f-derivatives are at least 0(/.-l) in supp $. Thus (L’)ka < 
Ck(ip) k(ip)“+ ’ at each point, so since a is compactly supported in (s, 1) 
we get absolute and uniform convergence of II(z, i., b) and it is obviously 
O(i” “). 
Now we apply MSP to l(z, i, b), and get 
Uu(z, i., b) - 
Since UE S; we may assume in what follows that a is homogeneous. We 
then claim that the order in 1 drops by 1 as k drops by 3, so that with a 
little rearrangement this provides an asymptotic expansion for Uu. Indeed, 
because the Plancherel measure p tanh(l/2) - p, r itself is asymptotically 
homogeneous in (~1). Then all differentiations on p preserve the order in j., 
hence all differentiations do. Thus, only derivatives of eiih affect the order 
of a term. But h vanishes to order 3, and so one needs three derivatives of h 
bring down one A. It follows that the kth term has order m - [k/3]. Then 
after rearrangement Uu(z, i., h) - xpA o(i/%)knkul, =, _ H-O.p _ 1, where A, is 
a differential operator of order 2k, and 
(see (Ho& 7.71). It also follows that Ak are the invariant, since U is. If a is 
not homogeneous, then u-c a, and we again rearrange Uu to provide 
XT: 0 ii,, ord 5, = m - j. The proposition follows. 
What we really need is that Uu - ‘&T: ,, 5, in the symbol topology. This is 
not hard to deduce from Proposition 2.4 by an argument following 
[T, 11.31. 
First, a sequence {u,} of symbols, ord a, = m - j, can be asymptotically 
summed in the usual way by setting ii = 1” ,so ~(&,A) uj(Z, i, 6) where q = 0 
for i < 4, q = 1 for A > 1 and cj are chosen appropriately. Evidently Cs is 
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r-invariant as well if the aj are. For the 6, and ii that arise above, we need 
that 
I( .> ; ’ p, Wn2H”’ (UU - ii) < c,.,,(K)( 1 + %) N 
for any N and z E K. 
Following [T, Theorem 3.21, we claim that this holds if 
I(Z/di)kXT Wct2H”‘UaI 6 C,.,(K)( I + A)“, ZE K and e = a(k, a), i.e., if 
derivatives of Ua(z, A, b) have polynomial growth in i.. Indeed, [T, 
Proposition 3.31 implies that if L is H, X,, W then 
ilLall2, d 4 II4 I’ lIL2all 30 for UE C,“(D x B). 
So if p - y is rapidly decaying in A, we have sup ]L( p - q)l* < 
C sup I p - q1 sup I L*( p - q)( < C,&( 1 + i) N for any N, where sup means 
s”PKxB. To handle i-derivatives, let R= K x { 0, 1) and apply the above 
inequality on C,l:(D x B x [w + ) to get 
< sup _ ~((P(z.b.i+lc)-q(i,h,l+~)) 2 
f.-.h.ll)F K - 
d c sup I p(z, h, 2” + p) - q(z, h, I. + pOI 
x 
x sup ~(p(z,b,j.+lr)-q(z,b,i+~)) 
R ’ 
<Cc’,(l +A) IV for any N, 
since the first factor is rapidly decreasing and the second at most 
polynomially growing. 
We thus have (/a-C,,a, in symbol asymptotics if 
I(8/Z;.)kXa~ W”‘H”‘U(a)( < C,.,(K)( I + h)O for z E K, and some a(K, a). But 
this is quite clear. Write U(a) in the form I + II above. Integrate by parts in 
II as before, pass derivatives under integral sign and apply the same 
reasoning as before to see that the result is O().- “) uniformly for z E K. 
For I, we have a compactly supported integral, so we may estimate 
(ajZi.)‘XT W”2H”31(z, h, A) by a constant times &cl,,Gk jlallg (1 +A)m+‘, 
where /]a((; is the symbol norm corresponding to (L?‘/aA’) A’? Wp2Hp3 taken 
over the compact set R= sup(pa) n {(z, b) R ’ x [0, 33) as (z, h) ranges 
over K x B, go G. (Recall that a is a function of pi). Thus 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Ua - C;;‘=, (i/i.)“A,a, in symbol norm asymptotics. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. A,* = Ak. 
PrlN$ .!?a= I/ ‘a=!,+ u(., p) * E. ~. j, 8, = rjp. a(., /J)E, c?,,. Then 
U*a -&YO(i//okArGa = xFCO( - 1 )k(ifJ)k;i,a. But by construciion Ak has 
real coefficients, so 
.Lz, i k 
ci+a- c (-l)k j Aka 0 and k - 0 
We next calculate the first couple of nk’s, which suflices to get the expec- 
ted formulas for principal symbols of products and commutators. 
PRoPosrrroN 2.6. A,, = I and (I/i.) A, = (l/).)X+ W- H(i?/?i). 
Prooj: First, 
($ = II- (n,o,. 0, n,u,kfl. 1 )). Perhaps a word would help in computing 
C:‘$l(W Cs, (72$/iTO ~?t at (0, 0, 0); the rest are clear. 
&=X, W(-(w,h))=[X,, W](-(~~,b))=H(~‘,h)=l. 
$2 
- =HW(-(w.h))=[H, W](-(w,h)) 
iv ?t 
=2(2X+ - W)(-(w,h))=2W(w,h)= 1 when UJ = 0. 
Then A, = I follows immediately from the MSP formula. To calculate 
(l/i)A , we need to collect all terms of order - I from the k = 1,2,3 terms 
of the MSP formula. However, we can ignore multiples of a since A, has 
no zeroth order terms. Since the Hessian operator L= t(H,“(+)-‘0, D)= 
( (Z2/c?.s 28) + (2’/13p i?t)) we have 
(1) From k= 1, 
[a((z, b)k na-,n I, pA)UP’<L1-‘” C).ko ‘)-“I 
=I 
[( 
1 WX, -H$)a+(-iHa)-2$+C,a]. 
i 
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(2) k = 2, we only get terms of order ( - I ) when three derivatives of 
a term of ((a4/as2 80’) + 2(d*/ds 8r)(a2/%I a~) + (84/82p a’r)) are applied to 
h (hence to $). A little computation shows that only the middle term con- 
tributes such a term, which is 
- 
=2iG, as X+HW(J/)= -X+ HW(w,b) 
= -X+ CH, Wl(w,b) 
=+2X+ W(w,h)= -2H(w,b)= -2. 
(3) From k = 3, we only get terms of order ( - 1) of the form 
aL,($) L,($) where Li are third order and arise from L’. These we can 
ignore. 
Summing up, 
which is clearly self-adjoint relative to 1 dl. dg. 
It seems possible that A, = (l/k!)Ak. If we write U-~,“o(i/A)iA, and 
expand out iJ*U = I, we find that A, =&I’, and a slew of other relations 
that do not seem to be conclusive. (We thank H. Boas for suggesting this 
simple trick). 
We may now apply these formulae in the usual way to get adjoint, 
product and commutator formulae. The proofs in [T, II] can be adapted 
with very slight modifications. 
Let us introduce the apparently larger classes of operators .9’~o.0, con- 
sisting of propertly supported operators in OPSY,,, where: 
DEFINITION 2.4. (a) YlfO.O(D x D x R + x B) consists of C”’ functions 
a(z, w, %, 6) s.t. I(8/ai)kXT Ha2W%) < C$)( 1 + I.)” -k, where Kc D x D is 
compact. 
(b) ,sPT,,O,ON, consists of UE Y;f,,, so that u(z, w, 1, b) h 
x:,X: o a,(~, w, b) 3.” -’ as i. + 00 in the sense that u - C,N_O’ U,E ~?‘;l&~~. 
(c) By a f-invariant symbol UEY’~~,~ we mean an a satisfying: 
u(yz, yw, II, yb) =a(~, w, I, b) for all YE f. (Any reference to the action of 
SU( I, 1) on D x D x B will mean the action g. (z, w, b) = (gz, gw, gb)). 
(d) By uniformly properly supported symbols in these classes we 
mean those so that u(z, H’, A, b) = 0 if p(z, w) > oO, o,, independent of (z, w). 
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By uniform symbols we mean that the constants C,,(K) are independent 
of K. 
An operator a(~, z, D) E OPS;T,,,, operates according to the formula 
U(Z, Z, D) U(Z)=zf;, j, J ,^ j,+ e"" +il(<"h>--(w.h)'a(z, w, j., h) u(w)Q*, 
where Q2 = e’(““‘) dw db d1. is the sympectic volume element. 
It is easy to check that a(z, z, D) commutes with f iII a is a tri-invariant 
symbol. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A E Y;T,,,. Then A E Y” and its complete 
symbol a(z, I, 6) is gir;en by u(z, j., b) = Uu(z ,... )I,t.i,h)-C~=O(i/E.)k 
A&z, w, %, b)l,.= :. 
Proof: Since A is properly supported, e u’+ ‘)<z.h>Ae(‘“+ I)(‘.*> = 
a(~, 1, b) is well defined and yields a complete symbol for A. Written out, 
u(z, i, h) =e-Clj. + I)<:.h> 
II I 
efip+ I)<z.b> 
D R+ B 
xei -Q+ I)<w.h)u(Z, W,~,h’)e(ij.+l)<“‘.h>dCLdwdb’ 
= u4z: .)l(:.i.h,. 
For any z,u(z,w,~,b’)~C~(DxR+~B) so we get u(z,I,h)- 
&,o(i/,l)kA,u(z; w, %, h)l,,= t, where A, operates in the variables (w, i, h). 
The - holds in the sense of symbol expansions by Corollary 2.4 since 
derivatives in z applied to the ftrst coordinate produces an expression 
similar to that for a, and derivatives applied to the second are covered in 
the corollary. (Alternately, one gets the expansion by MSP with 
parameters, and then verifies as before that it satisfies the conditions suf- 
ficient for - to hold in the symbol topology). 
THEOREM 2.8. Ler U(Z, D) E Ym. Then u(z, D)* ~23’~. I’ u(z, D)E~‘: 
then u(z, D)* E 2’: and a:(~, i, b) = a,(~, 1., b). 1’ U(Z, D) E 97, then 
u(z, D)* E 97. In all caves ~*(a, 2, b) - ~;=o(i/l)kAk. 
ProojI u(z, D)* E Y&) with amplitude ti(w, R, h), where u(z, i, h) is the 
total symbol. It follows from Proposition 2.7 that a(~, D)’ E pm. It is clear 
that the asymptotic expansion can be rearranged to give an expansion in 
homogeneous forms if a E S;. Then a:(~, i, h) = u,(z, 1., b) follows. Finally 
if u(z, II,h)eSy then G(w,~,~)E&‘$ ,“.,. so u*(z, L,h)= Uti()t’, I., h)l..=; is 
r-invariant, so a* E S;l. 
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THEOREM 2.9. Lel P E 6p’“, Q E 2”‘. Then PO Q E 5!‘“‘+“. If both P and 
Q ore classical, then PsQ is and (T~.~=IS~‘~~. If PEY;., QE~Y then 
PO Q E U;l + “. In all cases, the composition symbol satisfies: 
P”Y~~(~/~)k~,P(z,~u,~‘)q(~,).,~)l;=..,,=~,h=h.. 
Proof: As in the standard proof, 
q(z, D) u(z) = q(z, D)**u(z) 
1 
=i I 
(,(ii + 1)(.-h)> el ii + I)<w.b) * q (w, i., b) u(w) bw bi db. 
so 
-&%jT(%, b) =I e( ji+ ‘)<ZH’.h)q*(w, %, b) u(w) bw 
and 
= I di’ + ‘(<‘*“)p(z, I,, b)m(A, 6) d% db 
II eCiA + I)<z.~)~( ii ’ “<*‘.“)p(z, i., b) q*(w, %, b) u(w) dw b% db. 
so p(z D) q(z, D) E ~~o:o” has amplitude p(z, i, b) q*(w, I., b). It follows 
from Proposition 2.7 that POQE 9”. As before, it also follows that if 
p E S;, q E S:, than PO q E S; +n and CT,, p = p,Jz, i, b) qn(z, /I, b). Finally 
the amplitude is trivariant so the composite symbol poq(z, %, 6) = 
U(p(z,...) q*(...))(z, ,I, 6) is bi-invariant. 
THEOREM 2.10. If PEY;, QES!:, then [P, Q]EU;+“- ’ andbyp.yl= 
iOPT ay } (Poisson brackel, given by the symplectic strucmre of 
Corollary 1 S). 
Proof: From the computation of A,, we have that the principal symbol 
of 
Cf’k D), Q(z, o)l 
=((l/A)X, W-(~/~%)H)(p(z,R,b)q(w,%,b)-p(w,%,b) 
xdz, A b))l,=,, 
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where the operators are applied in the variables (M?, I,, h) 
= {PTY) by Corollary ( 1 S). 
We now establish the continuity properties of operators in -IpO, 9’:. and 
so on. First, we have the standard 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Lef a(z, D) E 2’:,. I’ Re aO(z, h) b A > 0, then there 
exists a PE Uz, S.I. Re a(z, D)= P*P+ R, where RG 2’ =. If a(z, D)E~‘:,,,. 
then P E .Ypll,,,. and R E 2’ : ’ ‘1.f . 
Proof p + x p, where the p, are constructed inductively: 
p. = (Re a,,)“’ and p, = -+ppr, 
where 
Clearly p, E S,:’ and r, E S,. ” + ‘) if a E e.. As we observed before, the 
sequence {p,} can be asymptotically summed to a PESO,. and Re a= 
p* c. p + r with r E S,. x. The remaining details are standard. 
THEOREM 2.11. (i) Lef a(z, D)E 92,. Then a(z, D): L&,&D) + L;,,(D) 
is continuous. 
(ii) If a(z, D) E 92, ,-, r co-compact, then a(z, D): L’(D) + L*(D) 
continuously. Further, a(z,‘D): L*(r\ D) --) L*(I.\ D) is continuous. 
(iii) More generally, ij’a(z, D) E Uz, is uniform and uniformly properly 
supported, then a(=, D): L*(D) -+ L*(D) continuously. 
Proof (i) is standard, but we still need some features of the proof. 
The limit lim,....,.. la(z, )., h)l = laO(z, h)l exists by assumption for all 
(z,h). Let AK=supKxBuO(z,6), KcD, x~EC$(D) be a cutoff equal to 1 
on K. Then Ai- X&Z, D)*a(z, D) has the positive principal 
symbol A’, - xK la,(z, h)l’, so by (2.11) there is a PEY~, s.t. 
Ai -xxa(z, D)*a(z, D)= P*P- R. It follows that for UE L2(K), 
Ila(--,D)ull;z = (a(~, D)u, u(z, DkKu) = (~Ku(z, D)*a(z, D)u,u) < A.Ilull* + 
(Ru, u). This proves (i). 
If a(:, D) E .Y;y:‘., then R E Y; J’ so has a smooth, properly supported bi- 
invariant kernel R(z, w). Then r,(z) = 1,) R(z, w) dw, rz(w) = j,, R(z, w) dz 
are smooth I--invariant functions, hence if I’ is cocompact they are boun- 
ded on D. But it is well known that if Iln R(z, w) dwj and III, R(z, w) dzJ 
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are bounded by IV, then J(Ru, u)] d M2 ((~11~. Moreover the constants A, 
from 1 can be chosen independently of K. The continuity of a(,-, D) on 
L*(D) then follows from the argument in (i). 
Further, it is clear that a(z, D) is a $00 on the manifold r\ D, hence 
that a(~, D) is bounded on L*(r\ D). This proves (ii). 
Finally, if a(z, D) is uniform, then so are P and R and A,. We just need 
((Ru, u)] < M2 Ilull 2. R is uniformly properly supported and has a uniformly 
rapidly decaying complete symbol I. Then 
x x6(z, co) r(z, i, b) &I db, 
where xa(z, w) = x(S(z, w)), x6 being the characteristic function of [0, 61. 
Setting 0 = g. 0, b = g. 1 and using the identities (z, g. 1 ) - 
(g.O,g.l)=(g ‘z, I), x(z, g.O)=x(g ‘z,O) we get 
5 R(z, Q) iiw = 5 5 
e”“+l’<R-‘:.l>. k(g-‘z,O)r(z,i.,g-!)dgS 
D H’ G 
= c ecu ““%g ‘z, 0) AZ, ( g ‘z, 1 ), g . 1) dg, “G 
where y is a Schwartz function of ( g -‘z, 1 > uniformly in its parameters. 
Then I~,R(z,o)dwj<CeDi{gj6(z, g-O)<bjj, where 1.1 is Haar 
measure. 
= 27rCe” ILlh(Z where 1. I is the NE volume, 
= n2Ce” 1 B,I independently of z. 
Further, 
r R(z, w) dz * 
= J J e""+'l<R~O.R '> <I*'4 ")Xa(g.O,w)r(g.O,~,g-l)dg~~ rE+ G 
= e (ri+‘)<n ‘“.‘)~~(g ‘w,O)r(g.O,l, g.l)dgdi 
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with p Schwartz in 
Then I (Ru, u)l < MZ 11 uIJ ’ follows as above. 
3. FRIEDRICHS SYMMETRIZING AND AVERAGING 
Friedrichs symmetrization is a way of modifying the lower order terms 
of a positive symbol so that the result uF defines a positive operator. 
For a symbol a(,~, <) E S;lO(R” x R”), this is carried out in three steps. 
First, one averages a(.~, <) essentially over a ball of radius (0” (where 
O<p<l) around (ET:: d(x,g) = jXn~(~,r + a(<)“)q2(a)da = 
(5) ““rRnu(x,rl)q2((rl-r)/(r)P)drl, where q>O, jq2(o-)da=1, 
qe C; (InI < I ) and q is even.4 One then doubles the number of fre- 
quency variables to symmetrize the average: A(<,,x, r,) = 
jRna(x, q) n,=,.2<5,>-““‘2((s-r,)/(r,>“)drl. A(t2, x9 t;,) is a “chtble 
symbol” and serves as the amplitude for the operator A(D, x, D) U(X) = 
(27L)3w2. jjj A((,, )‘, 5,) &I;.:? + C.(i? 5”1;(t1) d(, dy dr,. It is easy to show 
([T] or [K]) that if a 2 0, then A(D, .Y, D) 20. The third step is to show 
that A(.u, D, D)EL’& and A(D, x, D)-a(.~, D)EL;T;‘. 
We will show here that there is an equivariant analogue of sym- 
metrization for the NE calculus. First, we will go through the formal steps 
one and two, which arc quite straightforward. Then we will show that 
A(D, x, D) = a’(.~, D) is a $00 with the same principal symbol as u(x, D). 
This is not quite as easy as in the standard calculus, so we will only con- 
clude that a(;, h, 2.) - u’(z, h, ;.) E S”’ ” -“) if a E S”‘. 
Our main interest in this method stems from its use in analyzing the 
matrix elements (Aq;,, cpJ of a $00 relative to normalized cigenfunctions 
of the Laplacian in quotients f \ D (see [Zl 1). The positivity property of 
symmetrizing immediately implies that a E C”(S*X) -+ (uF(x, D)cp,, cp;.) 
defines a probability measure Ilj,(U), where a is extended by homogeneity to 
9. Then j udp, zi. * x (u(x, D) cp;,, qr) as long as u(x, D) - uF(x, D) has 
negative order, so we can reduce the asymptotic behavior of matrix 
elements to that of the measures pj,; as Snirelman has shown [Sl], the lat- 
ter is quite tractable. 
To begin with, then, we want to consider double symbols 
A(h,, A,, z, h,,i.,)~C’r((BxIW~)xDx(BxaB’)).SU(l,l)actsontheleft 
4 Symmetrization in the usual calculus applies more generally to a E S;,; the averaging is 
over balls of radius (p + 6)!2. For the ~Do’s here we must use different radii even for S;l’. 
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on (BxW+)xDx(BxR+) by g.(hz,i.z,z,6,,i.,)=(K62,3.2, gz, gb,,i,), 
so we have a notion of tri-invariance for a double symbol. Such symbols 
define operators A(D, z, D) by 
It follows as in Section 1 that A(D, z, D) commutes with Ti,, Y’E f, iff 
A(h,, i.,, z, b,, 1,) is tri-invariant with respect to 7 E r. 
Now for any symbol a(z, b, A) and F(b,, %2, z, b,, A,) we may consider 
the double symbol 
where F is real and positive. Then we have 
(i) A(&, j.,, z, hi, i,)=A(b,, E.,, z, h,, A,) (symmetry) 
(ii) 1s A(h, i2, z, b,,).,)f(z,b,,~,)~(z,b2,j.2)b%, db,&db,80 
for all z if a20 (positivity). 
Indeed, the integral is 
F(b,,j.,,z,b,~))S(z,b,,/l,)bl, db  
X F(b,, j.,, z. h p).f(z, b2, i2) & db, 
= - u(z, b, cl) 14~ b, p)I’ + db, J 
where I is one of the bracketed integrals. This positivity property implies as 
in the standard calculus that uF(z, D) = A(D, z, D) 2 0 as long as a 2 0. In 
fact, 
- 
(u’(z, D)u, 24) = (d(z, D)u, fi), 
where tl is the NE fourier transform and the inner products are on 
L*(D, d vol) and L*(R + x B, ?I2 db) 
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x ii(%,, b,) 12(1.~, b,) b%, db, bw 6%, dbz 
Then apply (ii) with f(z, b, i) = et”-’ ‘,<z.h)ii(2., 6). 
Now we want to choose F so that symmetrization is equivariant. Let 
F(h,, i2, 2, h,, j.,) =e<‘.“,)G(hz, J.2, z, b,, i,). Then AF(b,, i,,, z, h,, i,) = 
jj~. x ,;FE9 12,;;ti y\:kafi~i G!b,: j.,, 2, b, P) e2”*‘) & fb. 
c?<Ib> 
Since 
, ,t IS clear that symmetrtzation IS 
equivariant as long as 
G(gb,, j-,, gz, gb, F) G(gb,, jL,, gz, ah, P) 
= G(b,, i,, z, h P) G(b,, j., z, b, p). 
The simplest choice is to take G tri-invariant. Following the original con- 
struction we set 
G(h, i., I, b’, p) = (I.) -“q 
(I 
i.v(z, b) - pv(z, h’) 
I) (%)” :’ 
where V(Z, h) (cf. Sect. I ) is the unit co-vector at z co-normal to the 
horocycle ((2, h) thru z and b, where 1.1 is the metric on PD, and where 
qc C;;‘(O, I), q>O, q- I, near [0, t] and j;; y’(r) dr = 1. G is tri-invariant 
because v(gz, gb)= g*v(z, b), and g, (i.e., (g ‘)*) is an isometry. (One 
could just as well use vectors u(z, b).) 
At is a symmetrized average of u. To see this and to set up notation for 
what follows, we will be more explicit about our identification of symbols 
in S” and symbols in S?,(D). The coordinates (s, r, 0) are those introduced 
in Section 2. 
Let i: C”‘(D x Bx I%+) + P(T*D) be (ia)(z, l.v(z, b))=u(z, b, 2). Let 
(ET, e:) denote the co-frame field on D dual to (e,, e,), where e,(z) = 
I!(;, I ). In coordinates, e: = dt and e: = e 2’ ds. Write v(z, b) = 
cos 0 e: + sin 8 rz*. In terms of the sympfectic coordinates (1, s, T, a), 
f2 = dl A dr + d.y A da, we have r=J.cos 0, (~=e “, sin 0. Let us 
write .j, : C?( T*D) --* C” (D x R2) for the map (j, h)(f, s, ‘5, a) = 
h(f, s, r dt + (T ds). We also use the notation (j,b)(t, s, 0, j.) when we change 
variables as above. 
There are several equivalent definitions of S’lf,(PD), and we wish to 
relate them to S”‘. The first is: UE C%‘( T*D) is in $,(T*D) if it is in 
S;To(D x R2) when expressed in symplectic coordinates, i.e., if 
j,u E $‘I,( D x R2) (cf. [Wi]). The second is that a is in S;1,( PD) if 
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i*(Lk...L,a)=O(i.“-k) as 2 + co where we use ,I for the natural action 
of R + in PD, and where Li are C” vector fields, homogeneous of order I 
relative to /I (cf. CD]). Otherwise stated, S;TO( T*D) = S’;1,(S*Xx R’+ ). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (i) ~,uES”‘(DXR~) ~ffj2a~S;To(DxS’xR’). 
(ii) UES” iffj2uESm(DxS’xR+). 
ProoJ (i) Assume j, a( t, s, T, a) satisfies 
for (s, 1) E K, where ((T, 0)) = (1 + T' + cr2)“2. Then since ( j2u)(f, s, T, c-r) = 
(.j,u)(t, s, Aces 8, l,em2’sin 0) we have (a/&) j,u = ((d/Jr) - 
2a(i?/da))j,u, (d/as)j, = (d/&)j,, (c?/i?O)j2 = ( -e2’a(d/ds) + 
e “r(a/&r)) j, and (alai.) j, = (T' +e4’a2) "2(~(c?/ar) + a(a/&)). Clearly 
Z/dt, a/as, a/M preserve symbol order while (?/(?A lowers by 1 as 
(T' +e4’a2)“2- ((T, a)) when (I, s) lies in K (- means bounded above 
and below by). Since all coefficients of d/at, d/c!s, (?/a(?, and alar. are sym- 
bols in (T, g), we have 
6 C$&( 1 + I.)m ‘. 
Conversely, assume j,u E S;f,(D x S’ x [w ’ ) and write j, a( 1, s, T, a) = 
j2(u)(t, s, tan -‘(e2’(a/r), (T' + e4’u2)“2). Then 
a 
( 
a a 
5” = I+sin20~+2~sin2(I& j2, 
.> 
$j,= JcostI$+Zr”sin0~ 
( x aj, j2t > 
Again, r!/dr, a/& preserve symbol orders, while d/so, d@T lower by one, 
and all coefficients are symbols in (s, t, 0, J.). It follows that 
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(ii) This is immediate since the change of variables is only on S*(X). 
S” = S’&,( D x B x R + ) which is clearly the same space as Sy,,( D x S’ x R + ) 
under (z, h) + (z, O(z, h)). We have (i,a)(r, S, 0, J.)=a(r, s, h(t, S, O), A) so 
tj,u=(t+$$)u, &j,u= Wa,etc. 
Now we will introduce double symbol classes large enough to include 
Friedrichs symmetrizations. They are the standard S;t;l;;’ classes. 
DEFINITION 3.1. S;l.mz consists of double symbols A(h,, i,, z, h,, 2,) 
satisfying 
Equivalently, 
in the other coordinates. 
WC also let ST consist of symbols a(z, h, 3.) so that 
IX: P( ( l/i) W)O( Z/di.)kal < CE&( 1 + J.)” JM + ‘I. And as usual 2;““’ 
(resp. 2’;) denote the properly supported operators already defined for- 
mally with symbols in these classes. 
hOPOSITION 3.2. Let a E S”. Then A F(h,, i.?, z, h, , i., ) E Sy”, where A’ 
denotes [he symmetrized uueruge over disc of radius y. 
Proof: This is similar to the standard proofs ([T] or [K]). It is 
simplest to prove the equivalent assertion in the (O,, i,, z, 8,) i.,) coordi- 
nates. Then, using tanh p - 1 to all orders, A’(02, i.,, z, 8,) i., ) - 
11 a(~, 0, p) l-I,= ,.Z(&) p q((&(cos e,, sin 0,) - ~(COS 8, sin d))/ 
(n,)“)p&dO, where ~EC~(I~I < l), ~E[W’, is just Q(t)=q(1(1). Indeed, 
\Rv(z, h) - ~v(z, h’)ll = l2 +p* - 2pi COS(O- 0’) = I~(COS 8, sin 0) - 
p( cos 0’. sin 0’)l *, where Bi = O( z, h,), 0 = e( z, h’) and 1.1 is the norm on [w’. 
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The formula follows by changing variables. Then 
= jj (EQ),y2 (t$j-)“(&)*I (E.i)-” 
x4 
&(cos Oi, sin tii) - ~(~0s 0, sin 0) 
(4 >” > 
d,u do. 
Now, 
(~**H=(~~)y-&)* (A) ” 
xq 
( 
&(cos l?,, sin 0,) - ~(cos 0, sin 0) 
(%i>’ > 
=i., u 1 ( k 
Isk 
I 0( (i,) -I’ (k ‘I) ) 
X c 
Icasl+p 
x R,(cos O,, sin 0,) - ~(~0s 8, sin 0) 
( i.i)p 
where d”G is the ath differential of q, * is the argument of (? and n;=, is the 
vector in R2” whose components in R2 are as shown. Then 
Ir’ ($J’(&) (&(cos 8,, sin 0,) - ~(cos 8, sin 0) (%i)6’ ) = O(i.: p “1) 
if vj > 0 and O(i.,’ p- FJ + ,uci,- P @) if v,=O. Now on supp 4, we have 
(%f+p’-2pAcos(H-tr,))<(%,)J’ so since p< 1, we have lAi-pl Q 
(jli)“, or p = %, + 0( (i.i)“). It follows that all terms are O(Af -0 p/). We 
thus have a bound for (**) by 
i,-a sup llq’“)ll c O((%,) -0 Ck ‘))O(%,)(’ “‘n-l)) 
o<k+fl Isk 
1 <C7Gl+fl 
G sup llq’“‘ll 
C O(Q) P-~+(I-I~)~-S)=O((%~) -Plk+P) P), 
n Isk 
ICo<k e/3 
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using the maximum (T = p + k. Then bounding lD;al< C < i, >m we get 
since q, is supported on the disc of radius (A,)” centered at the point with 
polar coordinates (U,, L,). Again we need Ii., - i.,l < C,(%,)J’ for the discs 
to intersect, C, independent of I,, so the area in question has order 
0( (i, )“(i2)“). These cancel the rightmost factors, yielding the estimate 
“(kz+Pz) for the given derivatives of A. It follows 
Now we” want to show that in fact A’(D, z, D) E Y’l. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let a(z, D) E 9”‘. Then A’(l), 
the symbol a’(~, b, 3.) has the asymptotic expansion 
z, D) = a’(~, D), where 
J=o 
where A, ure operators acting in thr (b2, i.,, 2) variables. Asymptotics are 
unl%orm? und A,A 1 (hz.L2) = (h.l.) 
E S” II’. 
Proof A(D, z, D) u(z) can be put in the form 
where 
afi(z, h,, ).,I = e (ij.1 + I)<-.hi e (ri2+ I)(:.h?> eC 1i2+ l)(~..h~) 
xdril+ ‘lCH..hl)A(RZ, b2, Z, b,, ,I,) a,& db, &V 
= U(A(...; b,, l.,))(z, b,, 2,). 
An asymptotic expansion then follows from the method of stationary 
phase. The argument about the linite expansion is essentially the same (as 
that following Proposition 2.4), using that AF is the symmetrized average of 
a. Indeed, the kth term from the MSP fromula around z = 0 is 
--- [A(pE., 0, ~,s;,.,o)(*)e’~~]I~=,=~,. 
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This term is a sum of factors homogeneous in 1. times factors of the form: 
where j, I, n < k. Once one sets 8 = f?‘, p = 1, one can change variables to 
throw (A, 0’) into a. This gives a sum of factors homogeneous in (1.)” 
times factors of the form: (JJ P,,(Z/Ia.r, alar) a(.~, r, 4~0s f?e: + sin 0e:) + 
,~(3.)~ (cos #e: + sin 4e:) q(p) q”“(p) dp d#)l,c=,=O. These integrals are 
symbolic of order m. Breaking up the MSP expansion into terms of like 
order and extending by left invariance to all z produces the stated expan- 
sion. 
The uniform estimate from MSP yields that 
< Cj, - Iv 1 sup ID”A(...i, h)( ( (w, /I’, h’), 
.%I 4 2.w 
where D” operate in the first three coordinates. Since A E ST.‘) the error is 
00. -. N 1 ZN(1 “‘+‘“), which comes about if one uses all W,. derivatives ( W,,. 
raises the order by (I -/I)). If we choose 1~ so that (1 - p) < t, then even- 
tually the error has arbitrarily high negative order. 
Consequently we get a uniform asymptotic expansion in A. 
THEOREM 3.4. Fi.r p = i. L,et a(?, D)E Y’“. Then ~‘(2, D)E 2’” and 
a(~, D) - u“(z, D) E Y” “4. 
Proof: We first claim that u and uF have the same principal symbols. 
Now for p = $, the remainder RN = O(1, ‘/2) uniformly as soon as N 2 1. 
Let us show that lia(z, h, 2) - A’(h, 1, z, h, i)II , d C’r ‘,‘4. NOW 
A’(h, 2, z, h, i) = 1s a(z, ic(z, h) + (i.)“pu(z, h’)) q2(p) e2<z.h’) dp db’, 
using a slight but harmless abuse of notation (by Proposition 3.1). We 
Taylor expand to order 1, getting 
+ f(i)yp(cos HE: + sin Oe:)) q2(p) CJ’(~.~‘) dp db’dr, 
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since jj q2(p) e 2(‘.6’) @ dtf = 1, and where &, = 0(z, h). The remainder is 
evidently O(E.“- ‘(i.)“) = O(irn- ‘!4) for our choice of p. 
To prove that a(~, h, i.) - u’(i, b, /I)E S” Ii4 we must show that 
12: XT W2W”(a - a”)1 Q C,.,( 1 + 2)” If4 ‘. This differs from the case 
k = 0 = Ia\ above in one respect: namely derivatives 2: of the Remainder 
R,v are only assumed to lower its order by $k, while derivatives W”’ may in 
fact raise the order by $2,. Thus to prove the above symbol estimate we 
must let N depend on (k, ~1~) so that Il(c7/a).)kX”:Hz2W~JRNII, < 
c x.k..Y( !  + j-j” “j4’ -k. By the (MSP) estimate this means we need N so 
that 
i N ,z,;2Ns~p 18: w=‘x~~‘D”Al <c,%,,,(1 +i)m-(‘i4’-k, 
i.e., -N+m-~k+&,+$(2N)=m-4-k or N>,t(k+r,). 
x:r (A AjFi,ni 
write U(i, h, 2) - af(z, h, i) = (a(.?, h, i) - 
7, h, A)) + R,w and must show the above symbol estimate 
for u - i:. (,I A,>: The Taylor formula for A shows that u(z, h, ;.) - 
A( 2, h, 2, h, 2) is a symbol of order m - a since we can change all free 
variables to a as above A similar argument applies to the A, A, where again 
its symbolic nature is obvious from the explicit formula. This concludes the 
proof. 
We remark that in the usual proof one selects p = 4 (for a E S;r,). This is 
not used in the proof of the analogue of Proposition 3.3, but only to get a 
better error estimate in the analogue of Theorem 3.4. We have to choose a 
large value for p here because it is required for a remainder estimate from 
MSP (which is much weaker than the Fourier analysis estimate in the stan- 
dard proof). 
-- 
4. CONJUGATION BY r”t (,’ ’ ” 
Our goal in this section is to prove the following Egorov-type theorem: 
THEOREM 4.1. Ler P=&(A+ I). Let AE”F. cl Then A,= 
[>f’PA(> ““E 9:; und a,,(~, h, i.) = a,(G’(z, h), 2). where G’ is the geodesic 
flow on D x B. 
This special case of Egorov’s theorem is quite simple in our framewrk 
since P is diagonalized by the NE Fourier transform. Its interest derives 
from its use in studying the matrix elements (Acp,, (Pk), where Pqk = &(pk: 
suffice it to say that (A,cp,, (Pi) = (Acp,, (pk). In fact, in the analysis of the 
(Acp,, cpk) it is helpful to know how the complete symbol transforms under 
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conjugation. We will take up this question as well in the course of the 
proof. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. A, has complete symbol 
u,(z b j ) = e 7 9. (ii + 1)(.-h) eilPA e-ll/’ e”” + 1 )<Z.h) 
= e tj.1 e ‘Iii ll<-.b> ellP(a(z, 1, /)) e”” + I W>) 
,- 
ZZ 
J 
err(~r- j.1 e(!p+ Ill(:.h’> (~.h’)) 
Xf? ‘1j.t lN<=.h> <H.h)) a(w, j), A) Q2 @, (4.1) 
where Q2 is the symplectic volume element e2<K.h’> &V db’. 
Write U’a = a,. Changing variables to IV = I:. 0, h’ = ,g. I we get (as in 
Sect. 2) that 
r = J u(., h, i.) * E,,,Jz, b) ei’lp ‘)dp. (4.2) r4 
The U’ are a l-parameter group of unitary operators on 
L*(G x [w +, dg &) = L2(D x Bx R’+, Q’ d,). This is straightforward, but for 
completeness we will give the details. 
We have 
( u,a, U,a) = JJj err”’ e [f/o L,‘v~ I I lt<=.hl > - cn,,lq >) 
x e ‘ri c lJ’<=.h> <H’l’h>)a(Wl, b, ;*) e’. ,!Jz+ l)l<=.h> <Wh?)l 
x e’lri IN<=.h> <H.?.h>)qw2, b, i) ,2<W?.hZ) e2<*7.h,, 
x e2”,h> iii. dh bz c?,,~ db, dw, b,, dhz &12. 
Doing the a’z integral first yields 6(,~, - pl) 6(b, -h,). After doing dp, dh2 
we will have 
xa(w,, h,~)a(,r~,,b,I)d~db~~, db, itw, bw,. 
Doing the d,, db, integral next yields 6(w, - wz). Integrating in dw, next, 
we are left with 1 [a(~, b, I.)[’ e2<m.h) dh bl. dw = (a, a). 
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It is also clear that U’ ommutes with the left action of G. So U’= errL 
where L is a left invariant self-adjoint operator on L’(D x B x R +, 
& dh itz); and we then have La = e I”+ I)<‘.*)[ P, Op(a)] et”’ “<‘.‘). If 
follows from the commutator formula that Lu s Hu mod S” - ‘. 
Writing G = PK, P = NA, we can also write 
U’a(z, 6, I.) = !‘,+ I, e”“’ iJu( p. 0, h, i) 
X el'P 
+ I)<k,‘,, l:.l) e-(ti + I)(k;‘P ‘zk;‘P-‘h> dp dk tip 
X et”+ I)<P ‘zko I> dk, (4.3) 
since (ko. W, ko. h’) = (w, b’) and (k,,tv, h’) = (w, k,‘h’). The functions 
cp,,(z) = jK e (‘u + ‘)<‘.ku ‘> dk, are known as spherical functions [He, p. 621 
and are the rotationally invariant eigenfunctions of A in C=(D). Thus 
U’u(u, h, 2) = f e”‘J’- 2! 
-Ia- { 
j- a( p.0, h, i) 
P 
x e lri I I)<p ‘:.P-‘b) \ 
CP,,(P ‘z) dPj ztc1, (4.4) 
or (with p(p j = p tanh 742 j 
u(P ‘0, j,, 1) e--f’j, + I)iP ‘~~‘h)&,,(p-I~, 1) dp, (4.5) 
where d,, is the Fourier-Laplace transform j; e*‘bqr dp of ‘p,. Using coor- 
dinates (r, s) for p .- ’ = ~,a,, we may finally also write 
XL’- (‘i+“‘d,,(u ,n-,O, f)drds. (4.6) 
To get the expansion formula when a E Sz, it suffices to apply MSP to 
one of these formulae when (z, h) = (0, l), and extend by left invariance. 
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Using (4.3), we have 
where (changing variables from p to p/i), $, = t(p - 1) - 
r + p(n,a, . 0, k,. 1 ). The critical set Cp is given by 
(a) dll/,/d~=r+(n,a;O,k,.l)=O, 
(b) n~,/as=~(a/as)(n,u;O, k,). I)=O, 
(C) a$,/aT= -1 +,~(d/d7)(~~U;o, k,. 1) =O, 
(d) d*,/d6,=~(d!a8)(n,u;O, k,. l)=O. 
As in Section 2, (d) implies that s0 = 0, where n,Yu,. 0 = ei”n,rnu,o~ 0. So 
nsu,. 0 lies on the radial line from 0 to ko. 1. Then (b) implies that 8 = 0, rr. 
Since p >O, (c) then implies that 8 =0 and p = 1, then (a) implies that 
r= -I. 
Next, exactly as in Section 2 we find that U,u is determined mod S- efi by 
the cutoff of the integrand to C). We can therefore apply MSP and find 
that 
x {du rn ,O. 1, I.)pe rr<wu,.O.kn I > erih} 1 lI = , , 
r--I 
1 = n -. 0 
where h is the third-order remainder in the Taylor expansion of lj/, (it is 
identical to the h in Sect. 2). 
To compute the Hessian operator, we remark that at (5, s, t), p) = 
(1, 0, 0, 1) we have H = o’jdt, X, = e2’ afd.7, W = L?la& x, W = e*’ i?*/i?6, d.y, 
HW= a*/ae at, x, H= e*’ a*/as dr, and F+ = e4’ d2/ds2. Writing 
n,u;O=w,k,~1=hwenotethatXZ+(w,h)=~+H(w,b)=H~(w,b)= 
WH( w, h) = 0. Thus on Cy, 
, 
s 1 0 d 
1 0 
0 
0 1 
Y--l- 
1 0 f(r) 0 
0 1 0 0, 
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where 
I=$ (u-,0, k”’ 1 )I”=() 
d (- tanh t) Im e “” =- 
(70 I - tanh I - e ‘lel oY0 
= -2 tanh t(tanh I + I ) 2. 
Then 
so the Hessian operator is 
The rearrangement argument in Section 2 applies without change here, 
and so we have an asymptotic expansion in Sy of the form U’a(0, 0, 0, j.) - 
x;= Ji/i.)‘(L;a)(f, 0, 0, J) where the jth term is in S” I (or arranged to be 
homogeneous for i. 2 I), and L; are left invariant. It follows for general 
(2, h) that 
’ (L;u)(G’(z, h), i). 
Since L, = I, for all f, the theorem is proved. 
(It is also clear from the form of the Li at (2, h) = (0, 1) that they involve 
no Z/Zi. or (?/iM differentiations of a. Consequently L; is a polynomial in 
X, and H.) 
As a final remark, let us compute the asymptotic expansion for La= 
e Id + I,<d)[,,, Op(u)] e”“+ Il<..h>. We have 
Lace -(tj. + I)<.-.h>p(eltj.+ Il<Z.h>U)- jwu 
so that 
(,y, + ).)Zu = e (ii+ Il<:.h>pZ e(ij.+ I)(:.h>u 
=,--(~i+IKz.h>(-(A+ ,)e’~“+l”z.h>U) 
=12u-2(iI.+l)VU.V(i,h)-AU. 
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Now Va.V(z,h)=Ha(z,h) and -Aa= -(HZ-2H+4X+)a so we have 
L2 + 21L = -(HZ + 4X2+ + 2dH)a. 
Now we know from the commutator formula that La@, h, 1) m 
cp. (, % kLka for some left invariant operators. Writing L - c;=(, 1 kLk 
and recalling that Lo= -iH, we have 
2ii.H-f i i.-k 2L,,,t c L,, L, = -2iiHa - (HZ + 4Jl?+ )a. 
k -0 ,n I #I = k > 
We thus have 
2L,+L;:= -(H*+4P+), 
2L k-t I + 1 L,,L,=O for k> 1. 
m+rr-k 
Thus L,= -2X?+ and Lk+]= -4x ,“,n= kL,L,,, so 
La-(-iH)a-2i. ‘P+a+&i ‘(HP, +X2+ H)a+ .... 
It would be useful to have similar explicit formulae for the operators L; 
in the expansion of U’a. 
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